JAKKALS JAG GEHEIME
Jackal hunting secrets
I am often told and sent mails
from guys saying that I give
many trade secrets away; well
this is my response to you all.

Letting the cat out of
the bag so to speak!
Here is how I see it, and I am
just talking in general I am not
pointing fingers at anybody here.
I have revealed a lot of things on my website, it is
full of information, secrets a plenty, I saw on a
forum one idiot commented I offer a lot of
information but its not always the best – yeh right!
Mr Marais! You must wake up as your coffee is cold,
show me another website on jackal control that can
even come nearly as close to mine, you won’t find
one anywhere – I challenge you to prove me wrong!

SECRETS;
Generally I share a lot BECAUSE what would it benefit me
to not share info, if I never revealed things what would that
personally do for me, it isn’t going to help me in any way,
and after all why not – all the guys who offer courses and
don’t give it their all, that’s his business, why he would do
that heavens knows anyway.
Sort of like when I go on courses, I am again asked if I
want to shoot a jackal, hell man, again, I am not stressed
on who kills the thing as long as what I call you don’t miss!

A hunt for me is getting out and enjoying the night, it isn’t
about blood and guts, I really don’t give a shit about who
pulls a trigger, it isn’t about the killing, if I hunted every
night for a year, and killed 10 jackal a night it would make
NO difference to the jackal population at all. It would not
make a dent in it, so why stress if I want to shoot or not,
that’s crazy! – But yes I have shot one or two…
However revealing secrets is for me a pretty neat thing as I
can help hunters, one guy told me last week, “Ja, I have
now worked out that they have this secret when calling but
don’t tell others, now I know”, please my man, catch a
wake up, everybody wants to know the answers, but truth
be told there is no rule book, it is only how we find things
out as we go along.
But for me to hand over secrets, well that’s just because I
enjoy helping others.
Here is a secret revealed that not toooooooooo many
people knew; now they all do! It is below in 4 parts, go
over it carefully.
Enjoy!
http://www.africanpredator.com/secret.pdf
http://www.africanpredator.com/jackal_approach_angles.pdf
http://www.africanpredator.com/jackal_hunting_confusion_pl
an.pdf

http://www.africanpredator.com/jakkals_jag_plan.pdf

Many aspects on calling is simple, most things like
PATIENCE, if you call in an area that you know has
jackal, but you call for 50 minutes en klap niks, then
stop altogether, be dead quiet and wait 20 minutes
then call again, by then another jackal will hear your
call and he may be lured in to you, so GEDULD MET
JAKKALS JAG, it is important just like not overcalling
and the other things at these links above!

Give the jackal what
he needs to be given
to lure him in, give
him all he needs and
practise the tips
mentioned at the
above links.

Happy
calling!
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